
Fortwilliam Rules Quiz 2017 

 

 
Please write your name and answers on this sheet or on a separate sheet - and return to Lady 
Captain or competition box before 30 November. Winner and answers announced Sunday 3rd 
December at Bingo Bango Bongo.  Entry fee £1 - please put entry fee into Down Syndrome Box in 
the Bar or Shop.  Judges decisions are final!!! Clue: check the back of the score card! 
 
 
Question 1. Maeve tees off at the first. Maeve’s ball hits a tree beyond the drain (lateral water 
hazard - red stakes) and bounces back into the drain.  A Maeve should take a penalty drop on the far 
side of the drain;  B Maeve should take a penalty drop on either side of the drain; C Maeve should 
drive off again.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 2 Patricia’s drive lands on tractor marks on the second hole.  Conditions are ‘lift, clean 
and place’ and  GUR is not marked.  A She should take a free drop. B She should move the ball 6 
inches inches not nearer the hole. C. She should play it as it lies.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 3.  In winter conditions, lift clean and place through the green,  Anne marks and then 
replaces her ball but it moves before she lifts the marker - she replaces it again.  A she is penalized 
2 strokes for replacing her ball more than once. B there is no penalty, C There is a one stroke 
penalty. Answer ___ 
 
Question 4. Jo goes in to the bunker at the fourth hole with her drive.  Her ball lies touching the 
rake in the bunker.  A. She needs to play the ball without touching the rake; B She removes the rake 
and replaces the ball if it moves. C She marks the ball before lifting the rake taking care not to clean 
the ball.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 5 Maureen lands in a bunker at the fifth - its ‘lift, clean and place conditions’.  Her ball is 
dirty so she lifts it and replaces in the bunker.  A she is penalized 2 shots for lifting the ball, B 
There is no penalty; C There is a one shot penalty.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 6 Oonagh’s ball is stuck up a tree at the sixth.  A. she can take a free drop from behind the 
tree; B she can take a drop with one stroke penalty at 2 club lengths from base of tree.  C.  she can 
wait for the wind to dislodge the ball.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 7.  There is a 4-ball of golfers on the seventh.  Two golfers are waiting behind and there is 
a clear hole in front - no-one on the eighth.  A.  The 4 golfers should allow the 2 ball golfers to play 
through.  B The 4 golfers should not allow 2 ball golfers to play through.  C. The 2 golfers should 
join the 4 ball.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 8 While searching in leaves, Sheila stood on her ball under ‘lift clean and place’ 
conditions. A She is penalized one stroke, B she is penalized 2 strokes, C There is no penalty.  
Answer ___ 
 
 
Continued overleaf 
 
 



 

 

Question 9 Eleanor hit a great drive at the 9th but her ball was not found.  She returned to the tee 
and hit a provisional drive.  She played her second shot and while walking ahead she found the first 
ball.      A. she can now play the first ball.  B. Since she did not declare she was still playing a 
provisional ball, she cannot now play the first ball.  C.She should forfeit the hole as she has 2 balls 
in play.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 10 Fiona is in the bunker on the tenth.  There are leaves near her ball.  A.  She may 
remove the leaves.  B.  She may not remove the leaves. C. She may lift and drop her ball in the 
bunker. Answer ___ 
 
Question 11. In a singles match, Mo concedes player Mandy's short putt for a four. Mandy then 
attempts to hole out and misses the short putt. Mo claims the hole. What is the ruling? A- The 
concession stands and Mandy has completed the hole in 4 strokes. B - Mandy loses the hole. C - Mo 
can withdraw the concession and Mandy is considered to have holed out in 5.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 12. Mary’s ball lies just 4 inches from the path. A She can have relief as she has to stand 
on the path to hit her ball. B Mary must play her ball as it lies. C.  There is always relief from paths 
in all golf courses.   
Answer ___ 
 
Question 13. Brigid’s ball lands beside the wire fence at the 13th green near the side with the bell.  
A. She can take a free drop at the bell side.  B She must take a penalty drop.  C. She must play the 
ball as it lies.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 14 . In stroke play, Liz signs Vera’s score card in the space provided for Vera’s signature 
(player) and Vera then signs in the space provided for Liz’s signature. What is the ruling? A- There 
is no penalty. B - Vera is disqualified. C - Both Vera and Liz are disqualified. Answer ___ 
 
Question 15.  Alacoque’s ball lands in the drain on the 15th and is washed towards the hedge.  A. 
she must drop where she finds her ball; B She must drop where the ball entered the drain. C.  She 
gets a free drop not nearer the hole.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 16  Eileen's ball lies just off the putting green and sand lies on the putting green between 
the ball and the hole. What is the ruling? A- Eileen must not remove the sand.  B - Eileen may only 
remove the sand by picking it up or brushing it aside with her hand or a club.  C - The sand may be 
removed by any means.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 17. Jane’s ball lands on the path at side of 17th near the hedge side of the path, beside the 
flower bed.  A. She must take a free drop within one club length at the hedge side  B. She can drop 
onto the fairway but not nearer the hole. C.   She can drop within one club length towards the other 
side of the path.  
Answer ___ 
 
Question 18  In a handicap foursome stroke play competition, Kathleen and Jeanne correctly 
calculate their combined handicap allowance and record it on their score card, rather than their 
individual handicaps. What is the ruling? A- They should be disqualified.  B - There is no penalty.   
C - They are penalized two strokes.  
Answer ___ 
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